
LIBRARY COMMITTEE 
MINUTES OF MEETING 
MARCH 7, 2007 
 
[In these minutes:  Academic Blend Café, Shoah Project, Intellectual Property/Copyright 
Committee, Authors’ Rights] 
 
[These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the 
University of Minnesota Senate; none of the comments, conclusions or actions reported 
in these minutes represent the views of, nor are they binding on, the Senate, the 
Administration or the Board of Regents.] 
 
PRESENT:  James Orf, chair, Jonathan Binks, Suzanne Thorpe for 
Joan Howland, Wendy Lougee, Bill Sozansky, John H. Anderson, David R. Brown, C. 
Barry Carter, Jay Hatch, Anatoly Liberman, Nora Paul, Danielle Tisinger, Susan Wick, 
David Zopfi-Jordan, Shruti Patil, Jessica Reinitz 
 
REGRETS:  LeAnn Dean, Owen Williams 
 
ABSENT:  Otto Strack, Kate Lohse 
 
GUEST:  Associate University Librarian for Academic Programs Karen Williams 
 
I).  Professor Orf called the meeting to order and asked those present to introduce 
themselves. 
 
II).  University Librarian Wendy Lougee made the following announcements: 

• The grand opening for the Academic Blend Café took place this morning in the 
lower level of West Bank’s Wilson Library.  The name is intended to reflect the 
community-building venue the café provides.  The Academic Blend Café is the 
first Dunn Bros. installation on campus.  Hours of operation are Monday – 
Thursday 7:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m. and Friday 7:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.  Currently, there 
are no weekend hours. 

• Members were reminded about the University’s participation in the Shoah 
Foundation Institute for Visual History and Education pilot project.  This archive 
includes nearly 52,000 video testimonies of Holocaust survivors and other 
witnesses.  The Shoah archive represents an extraordinary set of resources.  
Members were directed to the following URL for more information: 
http://www.lib.umn.edu/vha/  

• Provost Sullivan has appointed a new committee to review copyright policy as a 
component of the University’s intellectual property policy (a separate group is 
looking at the issues associated with patents and technology transfer policy).  The 
committee will examine the issues associated with the creation and use of 
copyrightable works.  This committee is being co-chaired by Professor Laura 
Gurak and University Librarian Wendy Lougee. 

 



A committee member reported that Wilson Library periodical transfers to the Minnesota 
Library Access Center are scheduled for later this spring.  A link on the Libraries’ 
website details the titles under review, http://www.lib.umn.edu/site/permove2007.phtml. 
Members were urged to review these titles and contact their liaison librarian or Collection 
Development Officer Charles Spetland should they have questions or concerns. 
 
Ms. Lougee stated that, unfortunately, part of operating a library requires that some 
materials be put in storage in order to accommodate the new materials that are arriving.  
She added that the Library values faculty input in terms of identifying titles that should 
remain in the Wilson Periodical Room.  Currently, the Wilson Library Periodical Room 
is over capacity. 
 
The University is very fortunate in that the Minnesota Library Access Center (MLAC) is 
on campus noted Ms. Lougee.  A majority of other institutions have their storage 
facilities miles away.  Ms. Lougee added that MLAC caverns will be full later this year. 
 
Will the University be faced with the same situation as the University of California, 
Berkeley and have its storage facilities 25 – 30 miles off campus asked a member?  Ms. 
Lougee stated that the University is not at that point yet.  Patrons will be noticing the 
Libraries becoming fuller and fuller though as time goes on.  In terms of the Archives and 
Special Collections arenas, the Library is looking into leasing off-campus storage to 
accommodate portions of these collections, but there would still be a 24-hour turn around 
on retrieval of these materials. 
 
What about digitizing materials asked a member?  Digitization is one option to reduce the 
physical costs of storage, but it comes with the costs of the reformatting.  The Library is 
exploring this option and hopes to partner with other Big 10 institutions.  The Library is 
also looking at reducing redundancy in its stored, lesser-used collections. 
 
Ms. Lougee noted that when the Library compares itself to its peers it is doing well on so 
many measures, especially over the past few years.  However, one area where the 
University Libraries are behind is that it does not have a full preservation program.  This 
is a possible area for attention in the next capital campaign in order to extend the shelf 
life of the collections. 
 
III).  Members spent the remainder of the meeting continuing their discussion on authors’ 
rights.  At last month’s meeting, Karen Williams, associate university librarian for 
academic programs, presented information on trends in scholarly publishing. 
 
Ms. Lougee reported that the CIC Provosts have addressed topics related to scholarly 
communications and the potential for a CIC-wide educational effort around these issues.  
An outcome is a statement, CIC Provosts’ Statement on Publishing Agreements, which 
had been distributed to members electronically prior to today’s meeting.  This statement 
was shared during a CIC meeting of faculty governance leaders.  FCC Chair and Vice 
Chair, Professor Carol Chomsky and Professor Scott Lanyon, respectively, attended the 
CIC meeting where participants were asked to begin a dialogue at home institutions 



around these issues with the intent that Senate committees would endorse or take a stance 
on the principles that are outlined in the statement.  Therefore, the FCC is looking to the 
Senate Library Committee as well as other groups in the governance structure to review 
the statement.  The goal is to determine if the Committee can endorse the statement 
and/or determine what aspects should be communicated more broadly. 
 
Copyright, according to Ms. Williams, is automatic.  Once an individual creates a work 
that is original and creative, in a fixed and tangible means, the copyright is automatic, 
unless it is a work made for hire. 
 
Copyright is a bundle of rights.  Creator’s have the right to: 

• Publish and distribute a work in print or other media. 
• Reproduce it. 
• Prepare translations or other derivative works. 
• Perform or display the work publicly. 
• Authorize others to exercise any of these rights. 

These rights can be unbundled.  Creators can give away only those rights that publishers 
need in order to accomplish their business.  For example, journal publisher typically need 
the right to exclusive first publication.  If this is the case, the creator could give away the 
first right to publication, but retain the remaining copyright rights. 
 
If a creator surrenders his/her copyright, he/she may need permission to: 

• Post the work on his/her website or a course management system like WebCT. 
• Re-use excerpts in another work. 
• Translate the work into another language. 
• Make copies of the work for one’s colleagues. 
• Place the work in course packs. 
• Place the work in a digital repository or archive. 

 
Ms. Lougee inserted that it is not uncommon for the Library or others on campus to have 
to pay royalty fees in order to use the works of University faculty in course reserves or 
course packs.  It is also important for authors to realize that if they surrender their rights 
they must ask permission from the copyright holder to use the work they created. 
 
A member stated that it is important to understand the difference between copyrights and 
patents.  Whereas patents are very short in length, the terms of copyrights are quite long.  
The rationale for this is that it gives the creator and his/her heirs the ability to control the 
work.  The issue of control and how it should be parceled out is built into the whole 
notion of what copyright is all about.  Copyright length is life span of the creator plus 70 
years. 
 
What happens if there is a violation of copyright asked a member?  Who would be 
prosecuted, the author, the Library, the University or the person using the materials 
illegally?  It depends on the violation, how the violation was discovered and the 
mechanism for addressing any harm stated Ms. Williams.  Despite what many people 
think, most copyright infringements do not turn into lawsuits. 



 
A member asked whether collaborators on an article can each retain their own set of 
rights or do they need to agree as a whole.  Ms. Williams stated that the authors can agree 
amongst themselves concerning who will get what rights; all authors on a collaborative 
work do not necessarily have to agree on the same rights. 
 
Copyright is about controlling one’s work, but a great many studies have shown that 
while the intellectual content remains valuable for a period of time, over the years it does 
not necessarily remain marketable.  The market for a work falls off markedly after the 
first few years, and definitely after the first decade.  This is often problematic when an 
individual might want to use a particular work produced, for example, 50 years ago, but 
they cannot locate who owns the copyright; this is referred to as ‘orphan work’. 
 
Creators’ options include: 

• Surrender all rights. 
• Reserve some specific rights. 
• Retaining copyright and licensing it to publishers to use it in certain ways, e.g. 

first right of publication. 
 
The following selected list of publishers, societies and journals allow authors to retain 
ownership of their copyright: 

• Public Library of Science 
• Biomed Central 
• Nature Publishing Group (with certain restrictions) 
• London Mathematical Society 
• American Library Association 
• Economics Bulletin 
• Journal of Insect Science 
• Evolutionary Ecology Research 

Ms. Williams cautioned members, however, to read publishers’ agreements carefully 
because while an author may be able to retain copyright, he/she may be surrendering 
other rights. 
 
If a publisher will not permit an author to retain his/her copyright, it is still possible for 
the author to retain partial rights such as: 

• Sharing the work with others. 
• Using the work for teaching purposes, e.g. course reserves and course packs. 
• Using the work for future purposes, e.g. derivative works, translations, 

anthologies and edited volumes. 
Examples of publishers’ agreements pertaining to each of these options were shared with 
the committee. 
 
A number of campuses have drafted copyright resolutions, which have a wide range of 
implications for each of their institutions.  Interestingly, noted Ms. Williams, the 
University of California system has written an open access policy.  The policy proposes 
that UC faculty authors of published articles or conference proceedings retain their 



copyright but routinely give the University non-exclusive permission to make their 
research findings available in a publicly accessible online repository.  There is an escape 
clause for faculty that need to publish in a particular journal.  This would be one 
approach for faculty as a whole to deal with publisher’s stringent copyright agreements.  
The UC Faculty Senate has endorsed this proposal and it is awaiting presidential approval 
in order to become official policy.  This policy would allow faculty to deal with 
publishing policies at an institutional level rather than leaving faculty to deal with 
publishers on their own. 
 
Ms. Williams left members with the following suggestions: 

• Become knowledgeable about journals in your field. 
• Publish in open access journals or choose the open access option offered by some 

traditional publishers. 
• Use an author’s addendum to retain some rights. 
• Use Creative Commons licenses. 
• Ask questions about what rights are retained if copyrights are signed over. 
• Spread the word about what is happening in the copyright arena. 

 
Publishers are a necessary component of the scholarly communication process; however, 
with this said, the goal is to work with publishers to consider different models for 
managing rights and distributing scholarly communication stated Ms. Williams. 
 
To facilitate a discussion related to today’s presentation, the following questions were 
posed to committee members: 

• How can authors’ and publishers’ needs be met? 
• What role should the Senate Library Committee play relative to this issue? 
• What other groups should know about these issues? 

 
Ms. Lougee highlighted the important points from the CIC Provosts’ Statement on 
Publishing Agreement, which asks scholars to: 

• Think about how to optimize access to their work, both over the short term and 
long term. 

• Consider what opportunities there are to manage the rights that publishers request 
of scholars for using their work. 

• Encourage contract language that ensures authors retain certain rights with 
respect to archiving, instructional use and sharing the works with one’s 
colleagues. 

This document also references an example of an addendum, which gives authors an 
opportunity to redact certain language from a publisher’s agreement. 
 
Ms. Lougee welcomed comments from committee members, and asked whether this 
statement is something the Senate Library Committee is comfortable endorsing.  If so, 
should the Senate Library Committee ask other governance committees to consider 
endorsing it as well?   
 



A member asked about the work generated at the National Labs and its impact on journal 
agreements.  Ms. Williams noted that many journal agreements have a clause, which 
states that work under government contract takes precedence over journal language. 
 
A member stated that it would be more helpful to have a multi-institution statement, for 
example, a statement, which all Big 10 schools would use.  Ms. Lougee noted that 
besides being a sizeable collective, the CIC is one of a few conferences at institutions that 
come together around academic issues. 
 
How will copyright information be shared with the University community asked a 
member?  Ms. Williams stated that there is an internal staff development program 
underway in the Libraries to ensure that all librarian liaisons are fully informed on these 
issues.  The goal will then be to disseminate this information through librarian 
departmental liaisons so they can go out and share this information with academic units.  
 
A member noted that there is a student component related to copyright and this has to do 
with coursepack fees.  Antitrust laws prohibit standard coursepack fees.  Publishers set 
their coursepack fees, which can be very high, making this an issue for students.  
Additionally, high coursepack fees may also influence an instructor’s decision to use 
certain articles and these articles then do not get the coverage they ought to.  Another 
member added that besides being an antitrust issue, it is also an intellectual rights issue 
because it impacts an instructor’s decision to use certain teaching materials due to price 
considerations. 
 
A member suggested this issue should be brought before the Senate Research Committee 
(SRC) as well as the Senate Committee on Educational Policy (SCEP).  Before doing 
this, Ms. Lougee asked members whether they wanted to endorse the CIC statement?  
She reminded members that the Faculty Consultative Committee (FCC) is looking to the 
various Senate committees, in particular the SLC, to weigh in on this issue. 
 
A member stated agreement in principle with the CIC statement, but would be reluctant 
to articulate a position that would impact faculty on tenure track.  After all, in many 
disciplines it matters where a scholar publishers his/her work.  Ms. Lougee stated that the 
language in the statement is simply asking scholars to consider alternatives to traditional 
publishing venues, and if the opportunity arises to publish in an alternative venue, to 
explore it as an option.  The statement does not mandate where a scholar can publish 
his/her work.  Further the focus is on managing rights, not necessarily which journal is 
used for publication. 
 
Ms. Lougee asked members how they would feel about entertaining endorsing this 
statement with the caveat that sensitivity be given to different disciplines and their 
publishing requirements. 
 
A member agreed that this statement is more educational and not a mandate outlining 
where scholars need to publish their work.  The second paragraph illustrates this very 
clearly. 



 
Would there be any hidden dangers in endorsing this document or is it general enough 
that endorsing it would be a good idea asked a member? 
 
A motion, with a second, was made to endorse the statement.  Professor Orf asked for 
further discussion.  Upon further discussion, a few members expressed the desire for 
further information or time to reflect on the discussion before voting, but were in favor of 
having other pertinent Senate committees take up this issue.  At this point, the committee 
ran out of time and tabled the motion on the floor to endorse the statement until the next 
meeting. 
 
Professor Orf stated that this issue would be taken up at the committee’s next meeting on 
April 4th.  It was suggested that FCC Chair Professor Chomsky should be invited to 
participate in this discussion as well as some editors. 
 
IV).  Hearing no further business, Professor Orf adjourned the meeting. 
 
        Renee Dempsey 
        University Senate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 


